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Islamic World (2 vols.) Aug 23 2022 Following
the tradition and style of the acclaimed Index
Islamicus, the editors have created this new
Bibliography of Art and Architecture in the
Islamic World. The editors have surveyed and
annotated a wide range of books and articles
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from collected volumes and journals published
in all European languages (except Turkish)
between 1906 and 2011. This comprehensive
bibliography is an indispensable tool for
everyone involved in the study of material
culture in Muslim societies.
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World Architecture and Society: From
Stonehenge to One World Trade Center [2
volumes] Jun 21 2022 This two-volume
encyclopedia provides an in-depth look at
buildings and sites of global significance
throughout history. The volumes are separated
into four regional sections: 1) the Americas, 2)
Europe, 3) Africa and the Middle East, and 4)
Asia and the Pacific. Four regional essays
investigate the broader stylistic and historical
contexts that describe the development of
architecture through time and across the globe.
Entries explore the unique importance of
buildings and sites, including the megalithic
wonder of Stonehenge and the imposing
complex of Angkor Wat. Entries on Spanish
colonial missions in the Americas and the
medieval Islamic universities of the Sahara
connect to broader building traditions. Other
entries highlight remarkable stories of
architectural achievement and memory, like
those of Tuskegee University, a site hand-built
by former slaves, or the Hiroshima Peace
Memorial Park, which was built at the site of
the atomic detonation. Each entry focuses on
the architectural but includes strong
consideration of the social impact, importance,
and significance each structure has had in the
past and in the present.
Class List of the Books in the Reference Library
Aug 19 2019
Resisting Postmodern Architecture Jan 04
2021 Since its first appearance in 1981, critical
regionalism has enjoyed a celebrated
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worldwide reception. The 1990s increased its
pertinence as an architectural theory that
defends the cultural identity of a place resisting
the homogenising onslaught of globalisation.
Today, its main principles (such as
acknowledging the climate, history, materials,
culture and topography of a specific place) are
integrated in architects’ education across the
globe. But at the same time, the richer crosscultural history of critical regionalism has been
reduced to schematic juxtapositions of ‘the
global’ with ‘the local’. Retrieving both the
globalising branches and the overlooked crosscultural roots of critical regionalism, Resisting
Postmodern Architecture resituates critical
regionalism within the wider framework of
debates around postmodern architecture, the
diverse contexts from which it emerged, and
the cultural media complex that conditioned its
reception. In so doing, it explores the
intersection of three areas of growing historical
and theoretical interest: postmodernism,
critical regionalism and globalisation. Based on
more than 50 interviews and previously
unpublished archival material from six
countries, the book transgresses existing
barriers to integrate sources in other languages
into anglophone architectural scholarship. In so
doing, it shows how the ‘periphery’ was not just
a passive recipient, but also an active generator
of architectural theory and practice. Stylianos
Giamarelos challenges long-held ‘central’
notions of supposedly ‘international’ discourses
of the recent past, and outlines critical
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regionalism as an unfinished project apposite
for the 21st century on the fronts of
architectural theory, history and
historiography.
Architecture & Sustainable Development
(vol.2) Jul 22 2022 This book of Proceedings
presents the latest thinking and research in the
rapidly evolving world of architecture and
sustainable development through 255 selected
papers by authors coming from over 60
countries.
Aldo Rossi and the Spirit of Architecture Aug 31
2020 This beautifully illustrated book provides
a crucial new look at Aldo Rossi's built work in
relationship to his writings, drawings, and
product design, and explores his contributions
to the architecture in postwar Italy.
Advances in Bioelectrochemistry Volume 2 Oct
21 2019 This book presents a collection of
chapters on modern bioelectrochemistry,
showing different aspects of materials and
electrode processes. The chapters cover
biomimetics, bioelectrocatalysis, large-scale
biodevices manufacturing, organic
semiconductors for biorecognition,
biofunctionalization, conducting polymers,
carbon-based materials and 3D printed
bioelectrochemical devices. They provide
relevant bibliographic information for
researchers and students interested in
biomimetics applied in electrochemistry with
impact in bioelectrocatalysis, large-scale
deposition techniques applied to biodevices
manufacturing and organic semiconductors as
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support material for electrochemical
biorecognition. This book also presents insights
on advantages and properties of
biofunctionalization, conducting polymers with
carbon-based materials in biosensors
applications and progress on 3D printed
electrochemical devices for sensing and
biosensing of biomarkers.
NATØ: Narrative Architecture in
Postmodern London Jun 28 2020 Chronicling
the last radical architectural group of the
twentieth century – NATØ (Narrative
Architecture Today) – who emerged from the
Architectural Association at the start of the
1980s, this book explores the group’s work
which echoed a wider artistic and literary
culture that drew on the specific political,
social and physical condition of 1980s London.
It traces NATؒs identification with a particular
stream of post-punk, postmodern expression: a
celebration of the abject, an aesthetic of
entropy, and a do-it-yourself provisionality.
NATØ has most often been documented in
reference to Nigel Coates (the instigator of
NATØ), which has led to a one-sided, onedimensional record of NATؒs place in
architectural history. This book sets out a more
detailed, contextual history of NATØ, told
through photographs, drawings, and ephemera,
restoring a truer polyvocal narrative of the
group’s ethos and development.
Architecture Jun 09 2021 The revered
architectural reference, updated with
contemporary examples and interactive 3D
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models The Interactive Resource Center is an
online learning environment where instructors
and students can access the tools they need to
make efficient use of their time, while
reinforcing and assessing their understanding
of key concepts for successful understanding of
the course. An access card with redemption
code for the online Interactive Resource Center
is included with all new, print copies or can be
purchased separately. (***If you rent or
purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new
access code -ISBN: 9781118986837). The
online Interactive Resource Center contains
resources tied to the book, such as: Interactive
Animations highlighting key concepts Photo
Gallery of architectural precedents illustrated
in the book Flashcards for focused learning
Architecture: Form, Space, and Order, Fourth
Edition is the classic introduction to the basic
vocabulary of architectural design, updated
with new information on emerging trends and
recent developments. This bestselling visual
reference helps both students and professionals
understand the vocabulary of architectural
design by examining how space and form are
ordered in the environment. Essential and
timeless, the fundamental elements of space
and form still present a challenge to those who
crave a deeper understanding. Taking a critical
look at the evolution of spaces, Architecture
distills complex concepts of design into a clear
focus that inspires, bringing difficult
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abstractions to life. The book is illustrated
throughout to demonstrate the concepts
presented, and show the relationships between
fundamental elements of architecture through
the ages and across cultures. Topics include:
Primary elements and the principles of space
design Form and space, including light, view,
openings, and enclosures Organization of
space, and the elements and relationships of
circulation Proportion and scale, including
proportioning systems and anthropometry
An Encyclopædia of Architecture ...
Revised, with Alterations and Considerable
Additions by W. Papworth. New Edition May
08 2021
American Catholics and the Church of
Tomorrow Jan 24 2020 In the mid-twentieth
century, American Catholic churches began to
shed the ubiquitous spires, stained glass, and
gargoyles of their European forebears, turning
instead toward startling and more angular
structures of steel, plate glass, and concrete.
But how did an institution like the Catholic
Church, so often seen as steeped in inflexible
traditions, come to welcome this modernist
trend? Catherine R. Osborne’s innovative new
book finds the answer: the alignment between
postwar advancements in technology and
design and evolutionary thought within the
burgeoning American Catholic community. A
new, visibly contemporary approach to design,
church leaders thought, could lead to the
rebirth of the church community of the future.
As Osborne explains, the engineering
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breakthroughs that made modernist churches
feasible themselves raised questions that were,
for many Catholics, fundamentally theological.
Couldn’t technological improvements engender
worship spaces that better reflected God's
presence in the contemporary world? Detailing
the social, architectural, and theological
movements that made modern churches
possible, American Catholics and the Churches
of Tomorrow breaks important new ground in
the history of American Catholicism, and also
presents new lines of thought for scholars
attracted to modern architectural and urban
history.
Ancient Synagogues, Volume 2 Dec 23 2019
This collection of over twenty essays brings
together scholars from three continents to
discuss the early synagogue. It addresses the
questions of: When and where did the
synagogue originate? What was its early
distribution? What was its role in Judaism? The
print edition is available as a set of two volumes
(9789004112544).
Architectural Research Addressing Societal
Challenges Volume 2 May 20 2022 The
EAAE/ARCC International Conference, held
under the aegis of the EAAE (European
Association for Architectural Education) and of
the ARCC (Architectural Research Centers
Consortium), is a conference organized every
other year, in collaboration with one of the
member schools / universities of those
associations, alternatively in North America or
in Europe. The EAAE/ARCC Conferences began
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at the North Carolina State University College
of Design, Raleigh with a conference on
Research in Design Education (1998); followed
by conferences in Paris (2000), Montreal
(2002), Dublin (2004), Philadelphia (2006),
Copenhagen (2008), Washington (2010), Milan
(2012) and Honolulu (2014). The conference
discussions focus on research experiences in
the field of architecture and architectural
education, providing a critical forum for the
dissemination and engagement of current ideas
from around the world.
Architecture, Liberty and Civic Order Apr 26
2020 This book brings to light central topics
that are neglected in current histories and
theories of architecture and urbanism. These
include the role of imitation in earlier centuries
and its potential role in present practice; the
necessary relationship between architecture,
urbanism and the rural districts; and their
counterpart in the civil order that builds and
uses what is built. The narrative traces two
models for the practice of architecture. One
follows the ancient model in which the architect
renders his service to serve the interests of
others; it survives and is dominant in
modernism. The other, first formulated in the
fifteenth century by Leon Battista Alberti, has
the architect use his talent in coordination with
others to contribute to the common good of a
republican civil order that seeks to protect its
own liberty and that of its citizens. Palladio
practiced this way, and so did Thomas Jefferson
when he founded a uniquely American
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architecture, the counterpart to the nation’s
founding. This narrative gives particular
emphasis to the contrasting developments in
architecture on the opposite sides of the
English Channel. The book presents the value
for clients and architects today and in the
future of drawing on history and tradition. It
stresses the importance, indeed, the urgency,
of restoring traditional practices so that we can
build just, beautiful, and sustainable cities and
rural districts that will once again assist
citizens in living not only abundantly but also
well as they pursue their happiness.
Robotic Fabrication in Architecture, Art
and Design 2016 Mar 06 2021 The book
presents the proceedings of Rob/Arch 2016, the
third international conference on robotic
fabrication in architecture, art, and design. The
work contains a wide range of contemporary
topics, from methodologies for incorporating
dynamic material feedback into existing
fabrication processes, to novel interfaces for
robotic programming, to new processes for
large-scale automated construction. The latent
argument behind this research is that the term
‘file-to-factory’ must not be a reductive
celebration of expediency but instead a
perpetual challenge to increase the quality of
feedback between design, matter, and making.
The Fundamentals of Architecture Oct 25
2022 Architecture is one of the most accessible
and involving forms of art; a building or space
is a physical presence that defines everyday
experiences, affects mood, and becomes part of
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collective memory and cultural identity. An
essential introduction, The Fundamentals of
Architecture gives a comprehensive and
engaging overview of architecture in its
entirety, from creation to construction.
Beginning with a fascinating chapter on the
history of architecture including a timeline of
architectural influences, this new edition
contains in-depth case studies, practical
projects and carefully selected imagery.
Alongside many images of recognizable and
iconic buildings are lesser known examples of
striking architectural design. All stages of the
architectural process are considered, making
this the perfect guide for anyone with an
interest in architecture. International examples
range from cathedrals to airports; from La
Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris to the Duomo in
Florence; a conference centre in Glasgow to the
Château de Versailles; the Reichstag Dome in
Berlin to Kidosaki House in Tokyo; Gaudi's La
Sagrada Familia in Barcelona to the Penguin
Pool at London Zoo. Eminent architects, from
the classics to modern masters, are profiled
next to their most famous works. Featured
architects include: Filippo Brunelleschi, Antoni
Gaudi, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Le
Corbusier, Carlo Scarpa, Norman Foster, Zaha
Hadid, Peter Zumthor, Louis Kahn and Richard
Rogers. Case studies span redesigning a
university campus; designing a pavilion for the
Shanghai Expo; reconstructing a museum;
renovating an historic building; integrating
with an urban landscape.
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Robotic Fabrication in Architecture, Art and
Design 2014 Dec 03 2020 Robotic automation
has become ubiquitous in the modern
manufacturing landscape, spanning an
overwhelming range of processes and
applications-- from small scale force-controlled
grinding operations for orthopedic joints to
large scale composite manufacturing of aircraft
fuselages. Smart factories, seamlessly linked
via industrial networks and sensing, have
revolutionized mass production, allowing for
intelligent, adaptive manufacturing processes
across a broad spectrum of industries. Against
this background, an emerging group of
researchers, designers, and fabricators have
begun to apply robotic technology in the
pursuit of architecture, art, and design,
implementing them in a range of processes and
scales. Coupled with computational design tools
the technology is no longer relegated to the
repetitive production of the assembly line, and
is instead being employed for the masscustomization of non-standard components.
This radical shift in protocol has been enabled
by the development of new design to
production workflows and the recognition of
robotic manipulators as “multi-functional”
fabrication platforms, capable of being
reconfigured to suit the specific needs of a
process. The emerging discourse surrounding
robotic fabrication seeks to question the
existing norms of manufacturing and has far
reaching implications for the future of how
architects, artists, and designers engage with
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materialization processes. This book presents
the proceedings of Rob|Arch2014, the second
international conference on robotic fabrication
in architecture, art, and design. It includes a
Foreword by Sigrid Brell-Cokcan and Johannes
Braumann, Association for Robots in
Architecture. The work contained traverses a
wide range of contemporary topics, from
methodologies for incorporating dynamic
material feedback into existing fabrication
processes, to novel interfaces for robotic
programming, to new processes for large-scale
automated construction. The latent argument
behind this research is that the term ‘file-tofactory’ must not be a reductive celebration of
expediency but instead a perpetual challenge to
increase the quality of feedback between
design, matter, and making.
American Architects and Texts Nov 02 2020
In this volume the author analyzes 400
architectural books and articles published over
the past 150 years to reveal changing societal
preferences in architecture and to measure the
reputations of individual architects - the text
includes a ranked list of the 100 most famous
architects.
Transportable Environments 2 Aug 11 2021
This book explores aspects of the historical and
theoretical basis for temporary and
transportable environments and provides an
insight into the wide range of functions that
they are used for today, the varied forms they
take and the concerns and ideas for their future
development. Themes in the book range from
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wide-ranging topical issues like the ecological
implications of building to more focused
investigations such as shelter after disaster.
The book will be of interest to both students
and practising architects, engineers and those
involved in the creation of the built
environment. It will also be of value to those
involved in areas of product design, design
history, building component manufacture and
urban design.
A Guide to Smithsonian Architecture 2nd
Edition Apr 19 2022 This second edition of A
Guide to Smithsonian Architecture is now in
color and fully updated. The buildings of the
Smithsonian Institution not only contain
impressive collections; they are themselves
icons of great cultural significance, many of
them part of the historic National Mall. A Guide
to Smithsonian Architecture is a gorgeous and
intimate look at the striking buildings across
the Smithsonian, providing engaging historical
background and focusing on small details you
might otherwise miss. The Smithsonian's
unique buildings illustrate the changing styles
and sensibilities of America as an evolving
nation. Representing the work of major
architects, each building evokes a specific time
in history: the mid-19th-century turreted
Castle, the sky-reflecting mid-century modern
National Air and Space Museum, the golden,
undulating, 21st-century National Museum of
the American Indian, and the shimmering,
triple-tiered National Museum of African and
American History and Culture, whose
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innovative design incorporated architectural
sustainability that earned it the coveted LEED
Gold rating. This guide is a perfect read for
architecture buffs, history lovers, and
Smithsonian devotees.
Journal of the Royal Institute of British
Architects Jun 16 2019
Deep Skin Architecture Jul 10 2021 Timo
Carl presents alternatives to curtain wall
facades and other flat boundaries creating
autonomous spaces. He investigates facade
typologies with multiple material layers to
strategize the relationship between buildings
and their environment. By revisiting Le
Corbusier ́s seminal brise soleil an alternative
reading of the modern project emerges: one
that is not based on classical compositional
rules, but instead on the dynamic relationships
with environmental forces. Finally, an exciting
series of project-based investigations sets out
innovative ways in which novel deep skins
combine energy-conscious performance with
the poetics of architecture.
An Architecture of Invitation Dec 15 2021 First
published in 2005, An Architecture of
invitation: Colin St John Wilson is a distinctive
study of the life and architectural career of one
of the most significant makers, theorists and
teachers of architecture to have emerged in
England in the second half of the twentieth
century. Exceptionally in an architectural study,
this book interweaves biography, critical
analysis of the projects, and theory, in its aims
of explicating the richness of Wilson’s body of
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work, thought and teaching. Drawing on the
specialisms of its authors, it also examines the
creative and psychological impulses that have
informed the making of the work – an oeuvre
whose experiential depth is recognised by both
users and critics.
The R.I.B.A. Kalendar [list of Members]. Jul
18 2019
A History of Western Architecture Sep 24 2022
Surveys the history of Western architecture
from its roots in ancient Mesopotamia and
Egypt to the present day.
A Primer on Theory in Architecture Feb 17
2022 A Primer on Theory in Architecture
discusses how theory is defined in architecture,
how it is identified, its location in larger
perspectives or worldviews, its relationships to
other areas in architecture, and how it can be
constructed. The book explores the definition,
elements and characteristics of theory along
with subjects associated with theory and how
these associations are recognized. In addition,
case studies tackle both individual theorists and
common approaches to the topic. Aimed at the
new student of architectural theory, if you are
just beginning to tackle this subject, begin with
this book.
Journal of Proceedings of the Royal
Institute of British Architects Nov 14 2021
Proceedings of the 2nd International
Conference on Building Innovations May 28
2020 This book gathers the latest advances,
innovations, and applications in the field of
building design and construction, by focusing
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on new design solutions for buildings and new
technologies creation for construction, as
presented by researchers and engineers at the
2nd International Conference Building
Innovations (ICBI), held in Poltava – Baku,
Ukraine – Azerbaijan, on May 23-24, 2019. It
covers highly diverse topics, including
structures operation, repairing and thermal
modernization in existing buildings and urban
planning features, machines and mechanisms
for construction, as well as efficient economy
and energy conservation issues in construction.
The contributions, which were selected by
means of a rigorous international peer-review
process, highlight numerous exciting ideas that
will spur novel research directions and foster
multidisciplinary collaborations.
Structures by Design Jul 30 2020 Structures by
Design: Thinking, Making, Breaking is a new
type of structures textbook for architects who
prefer to learn using the hands-on, creative
problem-solving techniques typically found in a
design studio. Instead of presenting structures
as abstract concepts defined by formulas and
diagrams, this book uses a project-based
approach to demonstrate how a range of
efficient, effective, and expressive architectural
solutions can be generated, tested, and revised.
Each section of the book is focused on a
particular manner by which structural
resistance is provided: Form (Arches and
Cables), Sections (Beams, Slabs, and Columns),
Vectors (Trusses and Space Frames), Surfaces
(Shells and Plates), and Frames (Connections
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and High-Rises). The design exercises featured
in each chapter use the Think, Make, Break
method of reiterative design to develop and
evaluate different structural options. A variety
of structural design tools will be used, including
the human body, physical models, historical
precedents, static diagrams, traditional
formulae, and advanced digital analysis. The
book can be incorporated into various course
curricula and studio exercises because of the
flexibility of the format and range of expertise
required for these explorations. More than 500
original illustrations and photos provide
example solutions and inspiration for further
design exploration.
Color for Architects (Architecture Brief)
Oct 13 2021 As far back as the earliest Greek
temples, color has been an integral part of
architecture but also one of its least understood
elements. Color theory is rarely taught in
architecture schools, leaving architects to
puzzle out the hows and whys of which colors
to select and how they interact, complement, or
clash. Color for Architects is profusely
illustrated and provides a clear, concise primer
on color for designers of every kind. This latest
volume in our Architecture Briefs series
combines the theoretical and practical,
providing the basics on which to build a fuller
mastery of this essential component of design.
A wealth of built examples, exercises, and
activities allows students to apply their learning
of color to real-world situations.
The Structural Basis of Architecture Jan 16
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2022 This is a book about structures that shows
students how to "see" structures as integral to
architecture, and how knowledge of structures
is the basis for understanding both the
mechanical and conceptual aspects inherent to
the art of building. Analyzing the structural
principles behind many of the best known
works of architecture from past and present
alike, this book places the subject within a
contemporary context. The subject matter is
approached in a qualitative and discursive
manner, and is illustrated by many photographs
of architectural projects and structural
behaviour diagrams. This new edition is revised
and updated throughout, includes worked-out
examples, and is perfect as either an
introductory structures course text or as a
designer’s sourcebook for inspiration.
Introducing Architectural Tectonics Sep 12
2021 Introducing Architectural Tectonics is an
exploration of the poetics of construction.
Tectonic theory is an integrative philosophy
examining the relationships formed between
design, construction, and space while creating
or experiencing a work of architecture. In this
text, author Chad Schwartz presents an
introductory investigation into tectonic theory,
subdividing it into distinct concepts in order to
make it accessible to beginning and advanced
students alike. The book centers on the tectonic
analysis of twenty contemporary works of
architecture located in eleven countries
including Germany, Italy, United States, Chile,
Japan, Bangladesh, Spain, and Australia and
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designed by such notable architects as Tadao
Ando, Herzog & de Meuron, Kengo Kuma,
Olson Kundig, and Peter Zumthor. Although
similarities do exist between the projects, their
distinctly different characteristics – location
and climate, context, size, program,
construction methods – and range of
interpretations of tectonic expression provide
the most significant lessons of the book, helping
you to understand tectonic theory. Written in
clear, accessible language, these investigations
examine the poetic creation of architecture,
showing you lessons and concepts that you can
integrate into your own work, whether studying
in a university classroom or practicing in a
professional office.
Materials for Architects and Builders Sep 19
2019 A necessary purchase for level 1 and 2
undergraduates studying building/ construction
materials modules, Materials for Architects and
Builders provides an introduction to the broad
range of materials used within the construction
industry and contains information pertaining to
their manufacture, key physical properties,
specification and uses. Construction Materials
is a core module on all undergraduate and
diploma construction-related courses and this
established textbook is illustrated in colour
throughout with many photographs and
diagrams to help students understand the key
principles. This new edition has been
completely revised and updated to include the
latest developments in materials, appropriate
technologies and relevant legislation. The
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current concern for the ecological effects of
building construction and lifetime use are
reflected in the emphasis given to sustainability
and recycling. An additional chapter on
sustainability and governmental carbon targets
reinforces this issue.
An Encyclopaedia of Architecture, Historical,
Theoretical, and Practical Mar 18 2022
Julien-David Leroy and the Making of
Architectural History Feb 23 2020 This book
examines the career and publications of the
French architect Julien-David Leroy
(1724–1803) and his impact on architectural
theory and pedagogy. Despite not leaving any
built work, Leroy is a major international figure
of eighteenth-century architectural theory and
culture. Considering the place that Leroy
occupied in various intellectual circles of the
Enlightenment and Revolutionary period, this
book examines the sources for his ideas about
architectural history and theory and defines his
impact on subsequent architectural thought.
This book will be of key interest to graduate
students and scholars of Enlightenment-era
architectural history.
Italian Imprints on Twentieth-Century
Architecture Apr 07 2021 Italian architecture
has long exerted a special influence on the
evolution of architectural ideas elsewhere from the Beaux-Arts academy's veneration of
Rome, to modernist and postmodern interest in
Renaissance proportion, Baroque space, and
Mannerist ambiguity. This book critically
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examines this enduring phenomenon, exploring
the privileged position of Italian architects,
architecture, and cities in the architectural
culture of the past century. Questioning the
deep-rooted myth of Italy within architectural
history, the book presents case studies of Italy's
powerful yet problematic position in 20thcentury architectural ideologies, at a time when
established Eurocentric narratives are rightly
being challenged. It reconciles the privileged
position of Italian architecture and design with
the imperative to write history across a more
global, diverse, heterogenous cultural
geography. Twenty chapters from distinguished
international scholars cover subjects and
architects ranging from Alberti to Gio Ponti,
Aldo Rossi, Manfredo Tafuri, Vittorio Gregotti;
cities from Rome and Venice to Milan; and an
array of international architects, movements,
and architectural ideas influenced by Italy. The
chapters each question where, how, and why
the disciplinary edifice of 20th-century
architecture-its canon of built, visual, textual,
and conceptual works-relied on Italian
foundations, examining where and how those
foundations have become insecure.
Indispensable for students and scholars of both
Italian and global architectural history, Italian
Imprints on Twentieth-Century Architecture
provides an opportunity to consider the
architectural and urban landscape of Italy from
substantially new points of view.
Journal of the Legislative Council Feb 05
2021
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